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         GEORGE FIRST RIDER 
          
              George First Rider of the Blood Reserve was born in 1904.  
         He had no formal schooling but became an accomplished horseman 
         and worked for a time on the rodeo circuit.  After working as a 
         farmer he ended up in jail as a result of alcoholism and theft.  
         He attributes his reform to his conversion to Christianity. 
              He prides himself on his ability as a storyteller and on 
         his knowledge of Blood culture, particularly the holy societies 
         many of which he joined as a young man. 
 
          
         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Describes various Blood Societies. 
         George First Rider:  Now old people stories are told.  The 
         story that I am going to tell went extinct prior to the time I 
         lived and it is the story of the old people.  The one that told 
         the story, his name Band Design.  He is the one that tells 
         stories about these Tails.  He said it is not our life, it is 
         the life of the Eastern Crees and now they came here to 
         transfer it.   
          
         There are a lot of transferable artifacts.  They are not our 
         properties.  It is different.  Us, we dream about shamanism and 
         warfare.  There are a lot of these dance costumes and the 
         artifacts that we have holy ceremonies with that don't belong 
         to us.  We just obtain them, so we don't know exactly how they 
         originated.  Now the ones that are called Tails, it is 
         mentioned they are all old men.  They went through a 



         transferal.   It was not mentioned how many they were, it was 
         just mentioned how they transfer to them.  The Tails -- Blood 
         Indians and the Peigans -- stories were told about them.  The 
         story will start let's say from the leader of the Tails.  The 
         Tails are close to the Horn Society.  It's just the same as the 
         life of the Horn Society, so they got the name Tails. 
          
         The Horn Society and the Tails and the others are called Bulls 
         and the Fox.  The head push of the Tails painted himself all 
         over his body with ochre and he unbraided his hair.  His 
         headpiece is a calf skin ornamented with feathers.  He painted 
         his face with seven paint and he is ochred all over with real 
         paint with a line of red ochre across over the eyes and then he 
         was like a Horn.  He had garters; his garters are quilled 
         weasel skins. 
          
         Okay, their belts are tied in front and the fringes are behind.  
         The cloths hang down; they are thick cloths.  On it are 
         designed the symbols of spying on an enemy and stealing.  Those 
         are war exploits.  Those are their imitation tails; that is how 
         they got the name Tail.  The others are decked the same.  They 
         are ochred all over their bodies with real paint and they 
         painted their faces with seven paint with a line of red ochre 
         across the face and they wore garters.  The others didn't wear 
         the calf skin on their heads. 
          
         The four people that have drums, the drums are not for general 
         use.  They are the Tails' special drums.  They are painted with 
         ochre with a circle in the centre; that's how they were done.  
         It is said the four people have nice voices.  They sing good 
         and they know every song; that's what they are.  The Tails that 
         are a society, there are two members to a bundle.  The 
         secondary men are the ones that dance.  The Tails all have 
         their wives.  It was not mentioned how many they were. 
          
         The songs of the Tail Society and the Bulls are the same.  They 
         dance real fast.  It's not an ordinary dance.  Some could just 
         jump around.  The common songs are not too fast.  I (First 
         Rider) don't know many of the songs.  I am going to sing the 
         songs so whoever is going to listen will know.  The old man 
         that is telling the story sings the songs and I know them; 
         those are the songs of the Tail Society.  They also erect their 
         tipi inside the camp circle. 
          
         The Flies will pitch their tipi away from the camp circle.  
         There is an old man, his name is Eagle Calf.  He went to a 
         Group Smoking ceremony and he sang about the bees; he sang it 
         like the buzzing of a bee.  And there are the Tail Society.  
         The four drummers didn't sit, they stood up with their drums.  
         When the Tails start dancing they dance in any direction.  As I 

h 

ere has got to be a woman in the Tail Society.  There are 
a 

         said they could just be jumping up and down if they want.  A 
         man will hold his distant wife by the hand and he'll dance wit
         her.  They dance like as if they are trotting.  
          
         Th
         women amongst us people and I'll say there are mares amongst 
         herd of horses, so how can women be left out?  Now in their 



         holy ceremonies, they also have power roots (sweet cicely).  
         They'll dope an animal with the power root and they'll use it 
         for cursing.  The power root is just like their rifle; they'll 
         shoot a person with the power root.  That's what these things 
         are. 
          
         The Tail Society are all chiefs; they all gained something in 
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e will go to the Tail Society 
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the Motoki Society.  It's not the same as 
ese societies.  They don't transfer their bundles all at the 

ly 

ers 
 

e in 
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e of the Tail Society bundles and the owner will transfer his 

 

         their battles.  I (First Rider) heard this story.  They say 
         that they move camp out on the prairie to get their food 
         supplies and after they fix the meats then they move to th
         Sundance and then they put up a dance.  They'll go in the Ho
         Lodge and they sit in the Holy Lodge when the tongues are giv
         out and they dance the dugout dance and then they tell war 
         camps as they are all old men. 
          
         People that want to be of old ag
         and they pray for them and they will get blessings from them. 
         When they dance they dance in groups then they disperse in 
         twos.  As they disperse, the people will offer them a smoke and 
         they pray.  They'll pray for the person that offer them a smoke 
         and they are given something with the smoke.  As they come back 
         in they'll put the offerings in front of their leaders.  Some 
         of the offerings are food.  The leaders are the ones that will 
         distribute them.  When an old man gets sick he will make a vow.
         He will say, "I will join the Tail Society.  I'll take that 
         person's sacred bundle."  When the Tail Society assemble the 
         messenger will go in and he'll tell the society, "Some one ma
         a vow to join the society.  He made a vow to take that man's 
         bundle and to transfer it to him."  The Tail Society member 
         will not refuse. 
  
         The Tail society is not the same as the All Brave Dog Society
         the Horn Society, 
         th
         same time.  One Tail Society member will transfer his bundle 
         alone, so the old society members never went extinct.  The on
         time they disappear is when they transfer their bundles or 
         where they die, as they are all old men.  The All Brave Dog 
         Society, the Horn Society and the Motoki, this is also 
         different.  The person that owns the Swan Staff and the lead
         of the All Brave Dog Society will invite their followers to a
         meeting when someone makes a vow to take the major bundl
         either one of these societies.  The Swan Staff owner will also 

          gather together the Horn members.  He will not say, "I am going
         to tranfer my bundle."  He will tell his friends, "We are goin
         to transfer our bundles."  They'll transfer their bundles all 
         at once. 
          
         The Tail Society is not like that.  It is true that they are 

he Horn Society.  A person will make a vow to obtain         close to t
         on
         bundle alone.  The new Tail member will just join the Tail 
         Society.  There are not so many items in a bundle.  There are 
         pipes in them that they use.  Some say there is a pipe that is 
         just like a Medicine Pipe.  This old man that told the story
         said, "No, there is no pipe like that.  They use small pipes 
         just like the small pipes of the Horns.  Those are the only 



         pipes in the Tail Society."  He said, "I didn't join the Tail 
         Society.  My elder brother joined in the Tail Society."  That 
         is how he came to know about the Tail Society. 
          
         The story of the Tail Society is not very accurate.  If someone 

is told to him 
al good he is right if he illustrate it.  I (First Rider) am 
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ntinually.  It doesn't 
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-15 in the 
old. 

loths.  The 
es that are like aprons were made lately.  The breechcloths 
e cloth and they are just folded narrow and they are worn 

 

 

nched on it and a thong is threaded through the holes.  It is 

re 
nd 
too 

 

         knows the story better than me and if the story 
         re
         not going put up an argument over it.  The man that told me the 
         story is an old man and myself my winters are 60-15* and I 
         never saw the Tail Society.  They got extinct long before my 
         time so that is how the story was not told about them so 
         accurately.  That is how it is; it's not our life.  It is sa
         it is the life of the Eastern Crees. 
          
         They are a society.  There is no way to separate them.  The 
         bundles are not transferred to them co
         occur to have holy ceremonies with the Tail Society in 
         wintertime; they use it in the summertime and the only time 
         they get together is in the summers.  So that is how I (First 
         Rider) heard about the Tail Society.  It doesn't belong to u
         Bloods and the Blackfoot.  It was brought here and it was 
         transferred here.  I didn't hear so good about the story of the
         Tail society. 
                             ----------------------- 
          
         *In Blackfoot, one winter is one year and 60
         Blackfoot count so the informant is 65 years 
          
          
         The costumes of the Tail Society, they have breechc
         on
         ar
         like that is how they were.  Their garters are white weasel 
         skins and quilled and their arm bands are the same.  Their arm 
         bands are quilled with two bands with plumes attached at the 
         end; the plumes are ochred.  So that is how they are dressed.
          

n         The belt is a soft rawhide.  A hole was made at the end with a
         awl.  It was not mentioned how made holes but two holes were 
         pu
         knotted at one end so that it will not go right through.  Holes 
         were also punched at the other end and a thong was thread 
         through the holes.  The thong was knotted at one end and a 
         black strut hangs down from it.  When a member puts on the 
         belt, there is nothing tied in front, it is tied behind whe
         that black strut hangs down.  The thongs are tied together a
         it is a belt.  That thing that hung down from behind is not 
         wide and it is not too narrow.  As the Tail members are all 
         elderly people they're all chiefs and they are all dressed up 
         on it now. 
          
         Which ones that lived that first life, the warrior drew at the 

w a line up and then horizontal and then down.  It         top.  He dre
         will be drawn, you will know it, a sign for stealing.  He drew 
         the signs to the number of times he stole.  A red cloth was cut 
         out to the size of the signs and they are stitched onto the 
         cloth.  And I can visualize how they are stitched as I am 



         talking about them.  They are all down in line.  At the bottom 
         a half circle was drawn and a zig-zag line is drawn down from 

eans 

 are 
im.  Tins are cut out and rolled and they are attached to the 

cle drawing is a hill.  That is from where the 
the zig-zag line is 

ng down his pelvis and the rolled up tins almost 
ached down to his heels and when they started to dance to the 
ngs they dance in any directions and they shout.  The 

oint 
 

he women will get up and dance and the young 
n will see a woman getting up to dance -- they'd hold her 

nd 

 got 

hem and the women will dance 
them high.  Later on they donned 

r 

ble.  They don't dance in a circle.  Those are the Tail 
.  When they get through dancing, the drummers will beat 

         the centre of the half circle.  It's a sign language.  It m
         spying on the enemy.  The half circle is where the people all 
         stood and the zig-zag line is where the scout approached from.  
         He was running in a zig-zag way; that's what it means.* 
          
         These signs are stitched onto the cloth to the number of times 
         that the man stole and the cloth is fringed.  The fringes
         sl
         fringes.  Some use brass.  They are rolled on a stick and one 
         end is larger and the other end is smaller.  Red dyed plumes 
         were attached to the fringes after they were threaded into the 
         rolled up tins and they jingle when they moved.  He wore that 
         for a belt. 
                              --------------------- 
          
         *The half cir
         scout is spying down on the enemy camps and 
         his sight. 
          
          
         The cloth hu
         re
         so
         drumming is fast.  They beat the drum and they have already 
         started to sing and they beat the drum fast again and then slow 
         and they dance and shout.  Some are shouting and they'd p
         to nowhere.  They point to where they gained something.  That
         is a chief dance. 
          
         As I said the dancers could just jump up and down to the sound 
         of the drumming.  T
         me
         hand and they dance.  They didn't get close together and both 
         of them could just be jumping.  They don't dance like the 
         Horns.  They dance in a high stepping manner and they shout a
         as they lift their feet they'd kick the cloth that they used 
         for a tail and they jingle.  Those are the things that they
         their name from, Tail Society. 
          
         Some people show off.  They'd put their weasel tail leggings 
         over their arms and dance with t

th weasel tail shirt holding          wi
         their weasel tail shirts and hair lock shirts.  As it is a hai
         lock shirt -- the war shirt -- it is ornamented with enemy 
         scalps.  They put on their buckskin shirts and their arm bands 
         are underneath.  It is a very aggressive dance, the way they 
         dance. 
          
         Nobody will interrupt them because they are all chiefs and 
         respecta

ciety         So
         the drums four times and they'll stop.  The dancers will whoop 
         like the Horns.  They howl and then they sit down.  The single 
         men -- they are not all single, some have wives but they are 
         called single men -- they are associates to the major bundle 



         owners.  They are the ones that receive the food and they take 
         them in and they serve out the food and they eat. 
          
         The wives of the Tails just sat there.  The Tails sit in front, 
         the associates and the women sit against the wall and they eat.  

e leader will tell any one of the women, "Come and I'll eat 

eat the meat.  So that's what it means when a 
rson is fed.  The giver will make a sound like a gunshot; he 

 
d doesn't have any food to give in return.  If he ate up his 
al he will give his best property.  It may be his robe.  He 

will 
ed us and after we finish eating we'll pay for it.  So that's 

l 

 The 
 past don't eat meat very much.  What is given to 
eat.  He'll call his friends, "My friends, somebody 

e 

ciety, and 
er story about another society.  The one that 

ld the story, his name is Sun Chief.  He was telling stories 
 
 

         Th
         with you."  Or any of the men.  Maybe he'll ask two to eat with 
         him.  One man will take some of the food from his plate and he 
         will take the rest to another man.  He will set the plate 
         before him.  He will not tell him, "Eat these," he will just 
         set the plate with the food before him and he will make a sound 
         like a gunshot. 
          
         The reason why they do that, a buffalo or maybe a deer is 
         killed and we'll 
         pe
         has fed him what he had killed.  So that's what these mean.  
          
          
         They exchange their meals with each other.  The person that is
         fe
         me
         will tell his partner, "Here, my friend, take these plates back 
         to her.  They are her dishes."  They pay good on that. 
          
         This is the same like we'll go into a restaurant and we will 
         tell the cook, "Give me something to eat," and the cook 
         fe
         how this is.  If a person has no food to give in return he wil
         pay for the food that was given him to eat, but if there is 
         something yet in his plate he'll take some of the food and 
         he'll put them in the other person's plate and return the plate 
         with the food.  That is how they get together in their 
         ceremonies. 
          
         Okay, one of the members will be given some dried meat. 
         people of the

m may be m         hi
         gave me these.  We will distribute them amongst ourselves."  H
         will not tell his wife or the occupants of his home, "Give them 
         away."  The Tail member will tell any one of the members, "My 
         friend, come and give these out."  They are not a society that 
         will transfer their bundles together.  They are always there.  
         They started to disappear when they started to die.  Some die 
         of old age and he is buried with his bundle and they started to 
         extinct and today they are extinct.  That's all. 
          
         BULL SOCIETY 
          

have just finished to explain about the Tail So         I 
         there is anoth
         to
         with Band Design.  The other one's name is Wolf Chief.  I was
         listening to people when they were telling the story.  I (First
         Rider) didn't see the Bull Society; it was long before they 
         were extinct. 
          



         Those are just called Bulls.  I said the name Bull; some call 
  So that's what these societies are.  They are 

so old men.  They have no more energy in life.  They are also 

ces with seven paint with a streak of red 

 

whide is stitched to it and they quill the tail feathers and 
ey tie them to the rawhide; that is a headdress.  These 

 So 

t 

s.  

y.  He painted his face with seven paint and his body was 

 

 
elt on it and drops the top part down.  
 dressed.  They borrowed drums.  They 

 
ged 

       crescent shape.  There are white weasel skins attached to the 
eads in the centre.  There 
se are beads and we make 

  
nd 

re 

         them different.
         al
         close to the Horn Society.  These Bulls paint themselves with 
         red earth.  A bull buffalo will roll on it and then he'll shake 
         himself and dust from the body will rise up into the air; it is 
         called making dust. 
          
         That's what these Bulls are; they paint themselves that way.  
         They painted their fa
         paint across the face; their bodies were ochred with real 
         paint.  They have headdresses.  Some of them are fringed.  They
         are constructed like the first headdresses.  A hard rawhide is 
          
          
         cut and holes are made at both ends and laced and a soft 
         ra
         th
         headdresses are newly made.  They are made by the whites. 
         they had headdresses with hard rawhide.  There is no horn 
         headdress; they are just buffalo scalps.  Some are just sof
         rawhide and fringes; they make them into head wear.  Rawhides 
         are cut wide and there are red cloths on them; those are hair
         Some are red plumes and some are buffalo wool quilled.  Those 
         are necklaces.  They have wristlets of coronet bones.  That's 
         the Bulls. 
          
         They have arm bands with horns bend into like bear claws and 

kle bands.  The leader painted his face the same          they have an
         wa
         ochred with real paint.  He painted his face with seven paint 
         with a streak of red clay across the face.  He is the leader. 
         He had two extra feathers which means he killed two who rode 
         double on a horse. 
          
         There are four drummers.  The drummer's fur robe (or it may be
         a blanket) wears a b

at's how they are         Th
         drummed on Medicine Pipe drums.  Only the Tail Society have 
         their own drums.  The Tails borrowed the drum.  They also had

in         no clothing, just their arm bands which are quilled and fr
         with hair locks attached to them. 
          
         There is a brass on the leader's headdress which is cut into a 
  
         crescent-shaped brass, with brass b

e two kinds of brass beads.  The         ar
         necklaces with the big brass beads but they are called the 
         same. 
          
         They have footwear.  Where the soles are on their footwear, 
         soles are not sewn on them.  They are moccasins.  A soft 

 is sewn around the top and fringed around the edge.         rawhide
         Where the sole is at the top the vamp is turned inside out a
         fringed.  Now it is getting closer to how the Horns have 

 a         moccasins.  Their moccasins are ochred.  Their ankle bands
         rawhide; they are also fringed and quilled.  There are items 



         that are called their hatchets.  We'll illustrate them as their 
         clubs.  Those are the Bulls' weapons.  There they are.  Their 
         songs are called Bull songs.  The Tails and the Bulls have the 

          same drumming.  The Bulls beat the drums to a rattling sound. 
         The Tails shout, the Bulls make a sound like this, Wheee-- 
         Whee.  That's how they made a sound.   
          
         They point their axes in all directions where they start 
         dancing.  They danced the same as the Tails.  They are just 
          
         walking around in high steps.  Women that get up to help 
         dress up in a special way; they are dressed in their ordin

didn't 
ary 

 

 
have our face painted, and a blanket.  

me will be given a horse.  So that is how the Bulls lived.  
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         clothes but they painted their faces.  The Bulls didn't dance
         in a circle they danced in a mingling way.  They beat up a 
         different that is going to dance among them; in this manner 
         they are goring him. 
          
         They'll dance four times and they disperse.  The Bulls also 
         erect their lodge inside the camp circle.  We go to the Bulls
         with wood and food to 
         So
         They sing around the camps.   
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